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Adjective 

1. Tina is too short to be a basketball player.    ENOUGH 

Tina ___________________________________________________________________ 

2. New Mazda CX5 is too expensive for me to buy it.  ENOUGH 

New Mazda CX5 _________________________________________________________ 

3. This task is too complicated for my son to do it.  ENOUGH 

This task _______________________________________________________________ 

4. These strawberries are too bad to eat them.  ENOUGH 

These strawberries _______________________________________________________ 

5. Your behaviour is too irresponsible to trust you.  ENOUGH 

Your behaviour __________________________________________________________ 

6. The music is too loud to hear what you say.  ENOUGH 

The music ______________________________________________________________ 

7. You are too young to drive a car.   ENOUGH 

You are ________________________________________________________________ 

8. You aren’t strong enough to lift this box.   TOO 

You are ________________________________________________________________ 

9. Sara isn’t slim enough to wear this bikini.  TOO 

Sara is _________________________________________________________________ 

10. It is not warm enough to wear shorts and T-shirt.  TOO 

It is ____________________________________________________________________ 

11. These shoes aren’t comfortable enough to dance. TOO 

These __________________________________________________________________ 

12. This film isn’t short enough to watch this evening.  TOO 

This film ________________________________________________________________ 

13. These scissors aren’t sharp enough to cut this material. TOO 

These scissors are ________________________________________________________ 

14. This bed isn’t soft enough to sleep well.   TOO 

This bed is ______________________________________________________________ 

15. Tom is 170 cm high and Carl is 170 cm high.  AS TALL 

Tom is _________________________________________________________________ 

16. Susan is 14 and Jessica is also 14 years old.  AS OLD 

Susan is ________________________________________________________________ 

17. BMW costs a lot and Mercedes costs a lot too.  AS MUCH 

BMW costs ______________________________________________________________ 

18. Both my mom and my dad are calm.   AS CALM 

My mom is _______________________________________________________________ 

19. Both pizzas and burgers are really calorific.  AS CALORIFIC 

Pizzas are _______________________________________________________________ 

20. Both Samsung smartphones and Apple smartphones are trendy.  AS TRENDY 

Samsung smartphones are _______________________________________________________________ 
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Adjective - KEY 

 

1. Tina is too short to be a basketball player.    ENOUGH 

Tina isn’t tall enough to be a basketball player. 

2. New Mazda CX5 is too expensive for me to buy it.  ENOUGH 

New Mazda CX5 isn’t cheap enough for me to buy it. 

3. This task is too complicated for my son to do it.  ENOUGH 

This task is not easy enough for me to do it. 

4. These strawberries are too bad to eat them.  ENOUGH 

These strawberries aren’t good / fresh enough to eat. 

5. Your behaviour is too irresponsible to trust you.  ENOUGH 

Your behaviour isn’t responsible enough to trust you. 

6. The music is too loud to hear what you say.  ENOUGH 

The music isn’t quiet enough to hear what you say. 

7. You are too young to drive a car.   ENOUGH 

You are not old enough to drive a car. 

8. You aren’t strong enough to lift this box.   TOO 

You are too weak to lift this box. 

9. Sara isn’t slim enough to wear this bikini.  TOO 

Sara is too plump / fat to wear this bikini.  

10. It is not warm enough to wear shorts and T-shirt.  TOO 

It is too cold to wear shorts and T-shirt. 

11. These shoes aren’t comfortable enough to dance. TOO 

These shoes are too uncomfortable to dance. 

12. This film isn’t short enough to watch this evening.  TOO 

This film is too long to watch this evening. 

13. These scissors aren’t sharp enough to cut this material. TOO 

These scissors are too blunt to cut this material.  

14. This bed isn’t soft enough to sleep well.   TOO 

This bed is too hard to sleep well. 

15. Tom is 170 cm high and Carl is 170 cm high.  AS TALL 

Tom is as tall as Carl. 

16. Susan is 14 and Jessica is also 14 years old.  AS OLD 

Susan is as old as Jessica. 

17. BMW costs a lot and Mercedes costs a lot too.  AS MUCH 

BMW costs as much as Mercedes. 

18. Both my mom and my dad are calm.   AS CALM 

My mom is as calm as my dad. 

19. Both pizzas and burgers are really calorific.  AS CALORIFIC 

Pizzas are as calorific as burgers.  

20. Both Samsung smartphones and Apple smartphones are trendy now.  AS TRENDY 

Samsung smartphones are as trendy as Apple smartphones now. 


